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NEW ENTRANT PROGRAM (NEP) CONSULTATION SUMMARY & POLICY DECISION

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
From October 2017 to April 2018, the BC Milk Marketing Board (the Board) undertook a public
consultation process, to assist in the development of a (new) New Entrant Program (NEP) to
replace its current Graduated Entry Program (GEP), which is set to have the remaining
candidates begin dairy production under the current GEP rules by 2019.
The Board previously committed to carrying out a consultation before revising its new entrant
program, having heard stakeholders’ previous concerns to change the GEP program during its BC
Dairy Quota Policy and Governance Consultation held in 2013/14.

Public policy objectives
The policy objective of a New Entrant Program (NEP) is, on the surface of it, simply to encourage
and facilitate people to enter the dairy industry as new producers. Quota is the means to
manage supply in the dairy industry. To enter the dairy industry in BC as a milk producer, you
must either purchase an existing dairy farm (with quota), purchase quota through the quota
exchange or be awarded quota as a successful applicant to a new entrant program.
To be clear though, there are many cost requirements to enter the dairy industry as a new
producer. Quota is one of those costs that must be considered, along with: the capital cost of
purchasing or renting farm facilities and land, buying cattle, equipment, feed and other supplies.
The Board’s GEP program has always sought to assist new producers to enter the industry by
providing incentive quota. The other higher-level objectives (or desired outcomes) that the
Board looks to achieve through a new entrant program include:
•
•
•

renewal—promoting innovation and new ideas within the industry (a natural
outcome of the diversification of the producer base);
sustainability—ensuring the ongoing milk supply in BC; and
addressing the consolidation of farms in the province

An effective NEP will thereby support the sustainability of the dairy industry, by facilitating the
entry of new producers to the system and although the Board does not expect an overall
increase in the absolute number of dairy farms in the province, it does expect that a new entrant
program will help to effectively slow the decrease in the absolute number of dairy farms.1

1

Since 2007, BC has lost on average 11.2 farms annually, while overall milk production has increased.
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Furthermore, ensuring that such a program is set up in a fair and transparent manner, with
clearly stated objectives (and a proposed means to evaluate policy outcomes) is important to the
credibility of a supply managed sector such as dairy. The social license provided to dairy farmers
by the public relies not only on the credibility of the industry’s policies at face value, but on the
ability of the industry to maintain the trust of the public, which can be challenging as consumer
values and expectations evolve.
The Board began the consultation with the goal to revise its new entrant program to support
sustainability, renewal and the viability of the milk industry by promoting the continuing entry of
new producers. But beyond that, in listening to its stakeholders and reflecting on its strategic
plan, the Board has taken the opportunity to not only ensure fairness for the new program’s
participants, existing producers and the industry at large, but to use the program as a tool to
help ensure that new producers would have an increased chance of operating successfully in a
highly (and increasingly) regulated environment. In turn, this policy will help maintain and
enhance the public’s trust in dairy.

Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act
Under s. 7.1 of the Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act (NPMA), the BC Farm Industry Review
Board (BC FIRB) is responsible for the general supervision of all marketing boards and
commissions in the province, including the BC Milk Marketing Board (the Board). Therefore, in
consideration of new or revised policy, it is imperative to refer to the policy framework provided
by BC FIRB, as well as to all specific policy directives and guidelines that have been issued with
respect to new entrant programs.
BC FIRB and the Board agree that a principles-based approach to policy-making is preferable to a
prescriptive approach to policy-making, because it allows for greater freedom for individuals
within the regulated market, while providing a fair and transparent regulatory landscape in
which to make business decisions. In theory, this should also generate desired policy outcomes
that adhere to the principles that were considered in the first place. However, to successfully
achieve this requires a clear understanding of how your proposed policy, provides the right
incentives and meets these overall principles.
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The SAFETI Principles2
SAFETI is an acronym that refers to the stated six principles, which BC FIRB has provided to all
marketing boards and commissions to assist them in developing principles-based regulations:
•

Strategic – Ensure policies take into account evaluation of short and long-term risks
and opportunities;

•

Accountable – Policies are consistent with the NPMA, NPMA Regulations, the Board’s
Orders and other relevant legislation;

•
•

Fair – Procedural fairness in processes and decision-making;
Effective – Ensure clearly defined outcomes with appropriate processes and
measures;

•

Transparent – Ensure that process, practices, procedures are open, accessible and
informed;

•

Inclusive – Ensure that appropriate interests, including the public interest are
considered.

In other words, to create a fair and effective program, the Board not only needed to determine
how much quota to provide for a viable opportunity for new producers—it also needed to
decide how and to whom to make the quota available. And what program conditions would
ensure fairness to both new and existing producers. The Board also needed to consider how to
align outcomes to meet appropriate interests, including the public’s and then plan to measure
them. Lastly, it had to make sure the program, the application process and requirements were
transparent and easily available.
To help answer these questions, the Board considered the extensive feedback gained through
the NEP consultation but also importantly relied on a decision-making framework consistent with
the SAFETI3 principles and the Board’s strategic plan to form the basis of the Board’s revised New
Entrant Program.

2
3

Please see BCFIRB website for a more thorough discussion of these principles: BCFIRB
The SAFETI principles and how they apply to the Board’s NEP policy are discussed later in the paper (Section 8).
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SECTION 2: BACKGROUND
BC Dairy Quota Policy & Governance Review (2013-2014)4
With BC FIRB’s support, the Board conducted a thorough BC Dairy Quota Policy & Governance
Review in 2013-2014 (Q & G Review), to assist the Board’s overall development of long-term
quota allocation and governance policies. Included with its final submission to BC FIRB following
the Q & G Review, the Board provided a list of recommendations and a commitment to consult
and create a new program to encourage and assist new entrants.
In 2014, the BC FIRB accepted the Board’s recommendation that the new entrant program
would be reviewed and updated in future.

The Graduated Entrant Program (GEP)
The Board has had in place some form of assistance program to help new entrants to the BC
dairy industry for more than 40 years. The most recent version of that program—the Graduated
Entry Program (GEP) was reviewed as part of the Q & G Review.
From that review, the Board noted extensive stakeholder support for change to the GEP based
on some key and oft-mentioned observations from stakeholders, including:
•
•
•
•
•

the GEP waitlist was too long to be effective (42 names in 2013—and the list had
been closed since 2005)
the need to be more transparent
the need to prevent new producers under the program from selling out too soon
it should be more effective
the issue of producers benefitting from both GEP quota allocations and exempt
family transfers

Exempt Family Transfers—Wait 10 years
Also, of note, subsequent to the Quota Policy and Governance Review, and following a BC FIRB
policy directive, the Board issued, effective May 1, 2015, the following policy amendment to the
GEP program:
that if a GEP entrant received an exempt family transfer within 10 years of the Board allocating
GEP quota, then the Board would retract from that entrant all GEP benefits, including, but not
limited to the initial GEP quota allocation, matching quota allocations, plus allotments from the
matching quota allocation.5

4

Please see link to BC Dairy Quota Policy & Governance Review on BCMMB website for more information.
Please see: link to Notice to Producers, May 4, 2015: GEP “Double Dipping” Consultation Summary and Board
Decision.
5
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GEP Waitlist
With respect to stakeholder support (in 2013-2014) for expediting the GEP waitlist, as an interim
measure, the Board recommended inviting all remaining waitlisted candidates to provide
potential start dates in a staged priority approach within the next five years, with no extensions
provided beyond 2019. Indeed, by January 2017, the Board invited the remaining waitlisted GEP
candidates to begin the GEP process, which included submission of a five-year business plan,
ministry approvals and a Board interview.

Current GEP Incentive & Matching Quota
Those who are approved by the Board must begin production by 2019 to remain eligible for the
GEP allocation of 13.7kgs of Continuous Daily Quota (CDQ), with an additional matching
allocation of up to 5.5kgs of CDQ, provided the GEP entrant purchased 5.5kgs of CDQ. Thus, a
GEP could begin production with a total of 24.7kgs of CDQ, of which 19.2kgs had been provided
by the Board.

Past GEP Participant Statistics
August 1, 2004 - August 1, 2017

Producers

Total GEP Starts

79

Total Quits

13

16%

Total quits year 10 and prior

12

15%

Total quits year 10 and later

1

1%

Total still farming

66

84%

Over the past decades, the Board has sought to continue to assist new entrants to start in the
dairy industry and has had several iterations of the program. Data-tracking on new entrants was
inconsistent in the past (as was evolving technology and public regulation). However, this chart
gives, at minimum, a general sense of the success of the program. Going forward, the Board is
looking to develop and put in place consistent performance measures for the New Entrant
Program.
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Previous BCMMB Recommendations on GEP
In its final submission of April 2014 to BC FIRB, following the Quota Policy and Governance
Review (April 2014), the Board committed to consult on a revised new entrant program, and at
that time, included the following recommendations for proposed program parameters for a
revised program (once the existing-GEP waitlist was exhausted—by 2019):
1. “Producer selection will take place through a lottery system administered by an
independent audit firm as directed by the BCMMB.
2. Potential candidate must reside in BC and be the age of majority to apply
3. 3-5 Candidates will be chosen per year as directed by the BCMMB
4. $10,000 deposit required if selected
5. Program length will remain 10 years
6. Initial allotment will remain 13.7kg/day
7. Matching quota will be increased to a maximum of 13.7kg/day
8. Declining Transfer Assessment will continue to be applied to all quota
9. No exempt transfers will be permitted for a period of 10 years
10. The farm production unit must be on a new location”
Nevertheless, the Board consulted on a broader range of questions, as well as some proposed
policy options recommended by the New Entrant Program Committee,6 rather than limit the
consultation to the above 10 points. The rationale for doing so was simple: four years had passed
since the Board had submitted those recommendations; and the Board had just completed a
stakeholder consultation for the Quota Tools Assessment Review (QTAR),7 which prompted
some new feedback and ideas from stakeholders on the quota system—some of which were
different from those heard in 2014. The Board wanted to be certain it gave stakeholders an
opportunity to be heard on the issue of new entrant assistance, without restriction.

6

The NEP Committee was created by the Board to provide recommendations to the Board, in addition to the
broader consultation. The members and terms of reference are discussed in “Section 3: Overview of the
Consultation.”
7
QTAR was a BC FIRB directed review carried out by the BCMMB and all five BC supply-managed boards and
commissions. See BC FIRB link and BCMMB link.
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BC FIRB Policy Directions
The challenge faced by Boards in determining the amount [of quota] is finding a balance
in providing for a number of new entrants, providing a meaningful incentive amount,
ensuring the operation has a chance to be viable, and respecting the rights of established
producers.8

In 2005, BC FIRB conducted a review of specialty products and markets in BC’s supply-managed
sectors. As a result, a comprehensive guide outlining FIRB directions with respect to specialty
markets and new entrant programs was issued.

BC FIRB General Principles – all New Entrant Programs
In addition to the specific directives provided from the Specialty Review, all boards and
commissions were directed by the FIRB in May 20079 to respect the following principles when
designing any new entrant programs:
•

New entrant programs exist because they are desirable as a matter of sound
marketing policy to encourage persons to enter the supply management
systems;

•

These persons should be genuine new entrants to that system and not have
personally, profited from that system by having previously held quota either
personally, or through their financial interests in a corporation or partnership;

•

New entrant programs should recognize that diversification of the producer base is
equitable and desirable having regard to the history and development of the quota
system; and

•

Making new entrant quota available to new producers encourages innovation,
regional priorities and diversity, new ideas and new voices in the supply managed system.

With respect to New Entrant Programs, the following policy directions are given:
1. The Boards’ proposed new entrant programs are to provide for a defined minimum
number of new entrants per year, or per quota cycle in the case of the BCBHEC.
2. The incentive quota amounts offered are sizable in most cases, and care should be
exercised that there is integrity in the programs and that entrants remain actively
engaged.
8

BCFIRB Specialty Market and New Entrant Submissions: Policy, Analysis, Principles and Directions, September 1,
2005 (p.37). This document is often referred to as the FIRB Specialty Review 2005.
9
FIRB Correspondence to All Marketing Boards and Commissions – Eligibility Criteria for New Entrants; FILE 4420060/SPEC REV; May 3, 2007.
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3. All incentive quota provided by the new entrant programs is to be subject to the
declining transfer assessment schedule.10
With respect to New Entrant Eligibility, the following policy direction is given:
Eligibility criteria for new entrant status should include, at a minimum, residency, not
having been previously involved in supply management quota ownership, and a
commitment by the applicant to be actively involved in the farming operation.11

10

BCFIRB Specialty Market and New Entrant Submissions: Policy, Analysis, Principles and Directions, September 1,
2005 (p.38).
11
Ibid. (p.38).
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SECTION 3: OVERVIEW OF THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
Intent
Consultation increases the level of transparency around policy decisions and it may help to
improve the policy itself, by bringing unforeseen issues to the forefront for policy-makers to
consider. In turn, this should bring the industry and society closer to its desired outcomes. It
does so by bringing any interested parties into the discussion, including various levels of
expertise, experience and perspectives on the issues, and this helps regulators to balance
opposing interests. Consultation with stakeholders also helps to identify the possible unintended
consequences of a policy action (including the potential practical difficulties of implementing
various policy actions).
The intention of the 2017-2018 NEP consultation was to encourage input on the components of
a new program for new entrants from dairy producers and other interested industry
stakeholders, including the public, throughout the seven-month consultation process. The Board
sought to create a program that would balance the interests of all stakeholders both within and
outside of the dairy industry.

Time frame
The consultation was held from October 2017- April 2018.

How we engaged
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BCMMB NEP webpage
Online survey
Website submissions open
NEP Committee Meeting #1
Fall Producer Meeting
Bank Consultation Meetings (4)
NEP Committee Meeting #2
Spring Producer (regional) Meetings
March 6
March 7
March 8
March 9
March 12
March 15
March 19

•

Fraser Valley
Okanagan
Bulkley Valley
Cariboo & Peace River
Fraser Valley
Kootenay
Vancouver Island

NEP Committee Meeting #3

October 2017 – indefinite
October 5 - 22, 2017
October 5, 2017- April 30, 2018
October 24, 2017
December 8, 201712
January 2018
February 21, 2018
March 2018
Abbotsford
Salmon Arm
Smithers
Prince George
Chilliwack
Creston
Nanaimo
May 31, 2018

12

The fall producer meeting of December 8, 2017 was the first meeting where the Board presented the
NEP Committee’s NEP policy suggestion of a minimum buy of 15kgs of CDQ by a new entrant and the
Board would provide 35kgs of non-transferable CDQ.
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Starting in September 2017, the Board kept industry stakeholders informed of the consultation
with updates via e-mail, monthly newsletter and regularly posted updates and documents that
remained posted to the website throughout the seven-month consultation process.
The Board’s consultation was launched on October 5, 2017 with an email campaign and an
online survey, which closed October 22, 2017. However, the results of the survey remained
posted to the Board’s website.
The BCMMB website remained open for comments until the conclusion of the consultation on
April 30, 2018. The survey results were posted to the BCMMB website by the end of October
2017, so that stakeholders could use that information to better inform their engagement.

Public Consultation
One challenge for the Board in any open consultation is to gain public input. Although the
producer meetings are open to the public, other than media, they are not usually attended by
members of the general public. Fortunately, because the NEP consultation was well-publicized,
the Board did see a good number of “dairy farming hopefuls” at the meetings, especially at the
Spring Producer Meetings in March 2018. Furthermore, all of the NEP consultation information
has been easily available on the Board website from the start of the consultation and the website
remained open to public submission of comments throughout the process.
Additionally, links to the Board’s website and information about the consultation were posted on
the BC Agriculture Council’s and the BC Dairy Education and Research Centre’s websites. These
links and consultation information were also published in the (October 2017) issue of Milk
Producer magazine. 13

Learning along the way
Much of the consultation process itself was iterative. That is, as we heard from stakeholders
(survey results, NEP committee, producer meetings), the feedback was subsequently posted to
the NEP webpage, and ultimately used to help pose different and more specific questions, and
sometimes more general questions, around proposed policy options to stakeholders as the
consultation progressed.

Quota Tools Assessment Review (QTAR) 14
Significantly, after the BC FIRB decision was rendered in February 2018, following the Quota
Tools Assessment Review (QTAR), the Board was required to re-draft the parameters of the
earlier NEP policy options, since the BC FIRB made it clear that in any new entrant program, after
10 years all new entrant quota must simply become quota and be managed as all other quota
that is issued by the Board and held for more than 10 years.

13

Milk Producer is an Ontario dairy farmers’ magazine, which has a national (dairy industry) stakeholder reach.

14

QTAR on BCMMB website.
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Two key points from that decision were very relevant to the NEP consultation and the proposed
program options:
•

Effective March 1, 2018 all new entrant, specialty and cottage industry incentive quota is
subject to a 10/10/0 transfer assessment policy

•

Following the 10-year period, all new entrant and specialty incentive quota will be
equivalent to the quota of an established producer15

Thus, an NEP producer would cease to be an “NEP producer” after 10 years and would simply
join the ranks of existing producers.
This is significant because, until that point, the Board had heard from stakeholders (through the
NEP online survey, the NEP Committee and the fall producer meeting) that there was very strong
support for the idea of “non-transferable” quota—quota that could never be sold—a concept
that has been used with considerable success in new entrant dairy programs in all other
provinces in the Western Milk Pool (Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba).
So, with the BC FIRB directive that all quota must be treated the same after 10 years (and thus
be transferable), the Board reconvened the NEP Committee, asking for their recommendations
to be reconsidered in light of the FIRB directive. The Board then set out to the Spring Producer
Meetings with some broader questions, some new parameters and a couple of new policy
options for consideration by stakeholders.

NEP Committee
For more focused input, at the start of the consultation, the Board created an NEP Committee,
which was tasked with making non-binding recommendations to the Board on a future new
entrant program. The NEP Committee consisted of representatives from all of the regional
producer organizations, two recently started Graduated Entry Program (GEP) participants (new
dairy producers), two BCMMB Board members and two BCMMB staff members.16
The committee met three times during the consultation to review feedback as it was received
and to consider the goals and desired outcomes of a new entrant program, as well as to share
knowledge and experience with respect to the challenges of starting (and growing) in the dairy
industry. The Board is grateful to the committee for the time taken and the extensive work put in
by all members on policy options; the range of different experiences of the committee members
(from different areas of the province and different generations) undoubtedly improved the
options and ultimately the program that the Board is now pleased to implement.

15

BC FIRB letter-Quota Assessment Tools Supervisory Review-February 2, 2018, BCFIRB
The full list of members and the terms of reference for the committee are available on the NEP page of the
BCMMB website, and in “Appendix D” at the end of this paper.
16
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SECTION 4: FEEDBACK THEMES EVIDENT FROM THE CONSULTATION
Because of the way the consultation proceeded, with the BC FIRB QTAR decision, which directly
influenced the NEP policy conversation, occurring midway through the consultation, it makes
sense to divide the feedback themes into “pre-QTAR” and “post-QTAR” decision timeframes.
The questions and policy options posed to stakeholders by the Board were somewhat different
after the February 2, 2018 decision.

October 2017 – January 2018 (“pre-QTAR” decision) stakeholder feedback themes:
1) Ensuring “legitimate” farmers was a big concern
2) Overall strong support for either “non-transferable” incentive quota or longer period
than 10 years before new entrants can sell incentive quota
3) Many comments about maintaining/encouraging a long-term commitment to dairy
farming
4) We heard that the current GEP quota may benefit from an increase in incentive quota
5) Strong support for the NEP Committee suggestion for non-transferable CDQ
6) Mixed support for the NEP Committee suggestion of a minimum buy-in of 15kgs of CDQ,
in order to qualify for incentive CDQ of 35kgs. Some felt strongly that requiring a
purchase of 15kgs was too great an obstacle for a new entrant, while others thought it
was a “fair ask”
7) The majority of stakeholders were clear that they did not think a new entrant program
should be used for family succession planning on existing dairy farms
8) It was also made clear and often by the same stakeholders as we heard from in #7 that
children of dairy farmers should NOT be excluded from a new entrant program, especially
if their parents were unwilling or unable to transfer quota to them or make room for
them on the family farm
9) We heard that “skin in the game” –requiring a producer to farm not just with incentive
quota, but also to have purchased some quota on his/her own as well—was important to
stakeholders (we heard this both from producers and banks)

13

February 2018 – May 2018 (“post-QTAR” decision) feedback themes:
1) Ensuring “legitimate” farmers were the program’s participants (rather than short-term
profit-seekers)
2) We still heard that the current GEP quota was not enough for new farmers to be viable
(19.2kgs of incentive and matching quota combined)
3) We still heard that producers wanted a long-term commitment by participants to stay in
the dairy industry and most seemed to agree that 10 years was not long enough
4) We heard again that the program should not be used for family succession planning but
that children of dairy farmers should not be excluded from the program if it was their
only option to start a farm
5) The focus shifted (somewhat) from discussion of quota to talk of a rigorous screening
process for applicants—especially the business plan and some combination of experience
and/or education as eligibility requirements
6) We heard that the Board should make priority options for regional and niche/innovative
market (eg. grass-fed milk) if warranted by the market
7) We heard more about mentorship options and requirements to be placed upon new
entrants during their 10 year “tenure” as new producers
8) Many comments (especially at spring producer meetings) supported the idea of 1:1 ratio
for matching quota purchases of new entrants

14

SECTION 5: DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK
The Board considered the following key questions when reviewing options for the revised New
Entrant Program:
1) Does the policy provide opportunity to access the dairy industry? Does the policy make it
possible for someone to farm who otherwise would not have the opportunity to farm?
2) Does the policy encourage genuine new entrants to enter the dairy industry, not having
participated in a supply-managed commodity or quota system previously?
3) Does the policy support the sustainability of the industry?
4) Does the policy create/maintain flexibility to manage quota for milk production?
5) Does the policy ensure that all producers (new and existing) are treated the same after
10 years?
6) Does the policy align with the principle of equitable quota allocation and opportunity for
growth? (ie. sound governance guided by SAFETI principles)

SECTION 6: POLICY OPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS
Dairy New Entrant Programs Across Canada
In their deliberations, both the Board and the NEP Committee reviewed existing dairy new
entrant programs across Canada. Indeed, the success of the programs which used “nontransferable quota” as a means to start new dairy farmers was a model taken up by the NEP
Committee very early in the consultation. Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec
all used non-transferable quota as an incentive to start new dairy entrants. Moreover, Alberta,
Ontario, PEI, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia after a specified period also “retract” the incentive
quota incrementally, allowing the new entrants to slowly buy the quota. In other words, the
quota is a “loan” rather than a “grant” to the new entrants. Both the Board and the NEP
Committee ultimately dismissed this idea for BC. Some provinces also restrict the quota size of
new entrant farms, but this was considered unnecessarily intrusive by the Board.

Other Supply-Managed Commodities in BC
Similarly, the new entrant programs of other BC supply-managed commodities were considered
by the Board and the NEP Committee. The idea of a Random Draw as implemented by the BC
Egg Marketing Board was a model that the NEP Committee liked but ultimately dismissed the
aspect of doing any draw by region, since the committee did not want to set up regional
incentives, unless market demand necessitated it. The Board agreed on this point.

15

NEP Committee Recommendations
Early in the consultation, the Board tasked the NEP Committee with providing a range of nonbinding policy recommendations for a future new entrant program. At their first meeting
(October 2017), the committee discussed the goals and desired outcomes of NEP policy and then
separated into three groups to devise some key policy ideas.
Although the groups arrived at several different policy ideas initially, the committee felt strongly
that they wanted to achieve consensus around one set of policy suggestions, which they did and
then the Board presented these, along with some broader discussion questions,17 at its fall
producer meeting, December 8, 2017:

Initial Suggested Policy Considerations from the NEP Committee (October 2017):
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Buy 15kgs quota; receive 35kgs incentive quota grant
Initial incentive quota grant (35kgs) non-saleable forever; but growth is saleable
No mergers
Exempt family transfers by the existing NEP producer (to sons, daughters, nieces,
nephews) of the incentive quota grant OK
Create a “high bar” for initial qualifications (eg. mandatory proAction® training;
agricultural experience/education components; 5-10-year business plan;
recommendation dependent on interview with an independent selection committee)
A lottery if enough qualified candidates (from above rigorous screening process)
No regional priorities
Annual audits
Board decides number of entrants based on market opportunities

The February 21, 2018 meeting of the NEP Committee provided a broader range of policy
suggestions, after taking regard for the FIRB directives on the unsuitability of non-transferable
quota and reconsidering some basic questions about a new entrant program, including:
1. How much quota assistance is needed to reduce the barrier to access, and on what
basis?
2. How should a new entrant program consider sons/daughters of dairy producers
within the program in order to be fair and also take into account the fact that the
source for many qualified new producers is often the children of dairy farmers?
3. How can an NEP program continue to support regional and specialty development?
These questions were also asked on the NEP Survey and throughout the broader
consultation.

17

See BCMMB Fall Producer Meeting, December 8, 2017 discussion questions document: NEP page on
BCMMB website
16

The committee put forward three policy options as recommendations for the Board to
consider and which the Board presented at its spring producer meetings around the province
in March 2018:
A) No upfront quota purchase required: For qualifying entrants, a grant of 15kgs of
quota, plus if the entrant purchased another 5kgs, the Board would match that
purchase (additional 5kgs). This would mean that qualifying entrants could begin
production without providing any upfront purchase of quota and could begin
farming with just the grant of 15kgs, or could, with the purchase of only 5kgs,
start production with 25kgs.
B) Small upfront quota purchase required with matching grants for growth options:
For qualifying entrants, if they purchase 5kgs, the Board would provide a grant of
15kgs, plus throughout the 10-year program, the new entrant would have the
option (on a laddered basis) to buy (secondly) 10kgs and receive a grant of 5kgs,
and (thirdly) to buy an additional 5kgs and receive another grant of 2kgs. So, this
entrant would have the Board’s help to grow the farm, provided the entrant was
able to put in his/her own investment in the farm—with a small upfront
investment and opportunities for additional grants with the entrant’s ongoing
investment in the farm.
C) Give candidates a choice between “A” and “B” above.

Children of Dairy Farmers
On the question of sons/daughters of dairy farmers, the NEP Committee recognized that it
would be unfair to exclude the children of dairy farmers, especially those who did not have
access to family quota/other assets, but they also were very concerned to ensure that a
program aimed at new entrants not be used as a succession planning tool or simply a means
to expand a dairy family’s current quota holdings by running a satellite farm for 10 years and
then merging the quota.
The current GEP rule that restricts GEP producers from receiving an “exempt family transfer”
for a period of 10 years was acknowledged to be a good and necessary minimum rule to keep
in place for the new entrant program.
It should also be noted, however, that there were some committee members and a few
stakeholders who expressed the desire to strictly exclude the children of BC dairy farmers
from the program; but a small number of them also invoked the possibility of the Board
creating a different “succession planning” program that offered a way to support the
children of dairy farmers to start their own farms, but with different qualifying criteria and
perhaps different quota amounts, depending on demonstrated need. The Board considered
this option, but ultimately dismissed it as an unfair restriction and impractical to implement.
17

Regional and Specialty Markets
With respect to the support of regional and specialty markets through the NEP program, the
committee was cautious. Many members recalled the Board having a previous regional quota
system, where incentive “regional” quota was granted for a producer outside of the Fraser
Valley and subsequently those farms simply moved the quota back (or merged/transferred)
to another farm in the Fraser Valley.
The practicality of restricting regional quota with additional rules was considered to be too
cumbersome to implement and monitor. Ultimately, the committee recommended that the
Board simply use a “regional qualification” as a means to prioritize a new entrant, once they
had already qualified through the application process. Additionally, it was made clear that
this should only apply to those regions, where from time to time, it made sense for the
marketing/production and shipping of milk.

Incentive Quota
On the question of how much incentive quota the Board should provide to NEP producers,
two schools of thought emerged: those who were primarily cautious about the possibility of
profit-seekers who may simply enter the NEP program in order to sell the incentive quota at
the end of the 10-year period (hiring a manager to run the farm during that period); and
those who were more concerned that NEP producers should be provided with a viable start
in the industry. This was especially evident during the consultation once the idea of nontransferable quota was removed from the table as an option.
The Board heard frequently that those producers operating with less than 25kgs are likely
running it “part-time,” with the necessity of generating income off-farm as well. This is not
currently verifiable by the Board. And perhaps it is not relevant. Even though we heard from
several stakeholders that there should be enough incentive quota for a new producer to
generate sufficient cash flow to devote themselves full-time to dairy farming, we also know
that the reality of modern households is such that many require two incomes to sustain
them, in any event. And certainly, this is likely to be true at the start of any business. The goal
of a new entrant program should not be to try to prop up or maintain an enterprise that
would otherwise not be economically viable.
We also know that under the current GEP program, banks have continued to provide loans to
GEP producers who have received up to 19.2kgs of incentive quota. Moreover, there are
many dairy farms operating successfully in BC with less than 25kgs of CDQ at this time.
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SECTION 7: BOARD DECISION
The New Entrant Program
After extensive review of the consultation feedback and in consideration of the NEP
Committee’s recommendations and the Board’s decision-making framework, the Board
made the following decisions, which form the foundation for the BCMMB’s New Entrant
Program.
Please note that this list is not exhaustive of the eligibility, application requirements and
other restrictions of the New Entrant Program, which are detailed in “Schedule 1.1 – New
Entrant Program Rules” of the Board’s Consolidated Order, September 1, 2013. Please refer
to Schedule 1.1 – New Entrant Program Rules, which is available on the BCMMB website.

Program Components
1) Incentive Quota: Successful applicants will receive an initial allocation of 15kgs of
Continuous Daily Quota (CDQ) as incentive quota to start production.
2) Matching Quota: Successful applicants will be given the opportunity to purchase up
to 8kgs of CDQ and receive from the Board up to a maximum of 8kgs of CDQ of
additional incentive quota on a 1:1 ratio basis during the 10 years of the program.
3) Priority on the Quota Exchange: Successful applicants will be granted priority access
on the Quota Exchange for the first five years of the program, or until they have
purchased 8kgs of CDQ, whichever occurs first.
4) Number of New Entrants: The Board will approve a minimum of three new entrants
per year.18 The Board may use its discretion to invite more than the minimum
number of new entrants in any given application cycle.
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This assumes that the Board will receive a minimum of three qualified applicants for the first intake of the
program and a minimum of six candidates every two years subsequently.
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5) Eligibility Requirements: a person(s) seeking to participate in the program must have
the following qualifications:
a) a genuine intention to be actively engaged in milk production;
b) be a Canadian citizen or permanent resident of Canada;
c) be a permanent resident in the province of BC;
d) be at least 19 years of age at the time of application;
e) a minimum of two years’ on-farm dairy experience (paid or volunteer) OR the
completion of the Dairypro19program or equivalent course;20 and
f) neither the applicant nor the spouse may have, or have had at any time, any
financial interest in Continuous Daily Quota, or any other licence, permit or
quota issued, allotted or granted by any other supply management
commodity board or commission in Canada, whether directly or indirectly, or
through any organization or entity;
g) Spouses may only submit one application.
h) An applicant for the New Entrant Program may be a spousal partnership in
which case each spousal partner must qualify as outlined here (Sec. 5).
6) Selection Process: Three Stages
a) Application Stage: a person(s) may apply to participate in the New Entrant
Program by filing with the Board, by the prescribed application deadline date, the
following:
i.
An application form, obtainable from the Board, completed in full and
signed by the applicant(s); and
ii.
A non-refundable application fee of $250.00;
iii. The Board will accept NEP applications in 2019 for production starts of
successful New Entrants in 2020. However, after that first transition
year, the Board will run the application and selection process every
two years. (See chart under item 6b, below.)
b) Random Draw Stage: The Board will engage an independent audit firm to draw
eight applications to enter the Review Stage for the first intake in 2019, from
which three candidates will ultimately be approved as New Entrants.
In 2020, and every two years following, the Board will have the audit firm draw
sixteen names, from which six candidates will ultimately be approved as New
Entrants to start over two years, thus starting a minimum of three New Entrants
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Link to Dairypro website
Consideration will be given to “agriculture related” education; this could be, for example, the completion of an
agriculture diploma program at the University of the Fraser Valley (or another academic institution).
20
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per year.21 The Board has always given new producers some flexibility with
respect to start dates; a two-year target window is a reasonable expectation for
new producers to start milk production.

NEP Selection Process Year
2019
2020
2022
2024

Random Draw:
number of
applications
drawn
8
16
16
16

Minimum number
of approved NEP
starts

For NEP
production start
years

3
6
6
6

2020
2021 and 2022
2023 and 2024
2025 and 2026

c) Review Stage: by Selection Committee: Those applicants chosen from the
Random Draw will be notified that they have been selected for review and will
have four months from their notification date to provide to the Board all required
documentation.22
Required documents to be submitted after chosen by random draw:
1) A copy of the applicant’s birth certificate or other proof of age acceptable
to the Board;
2) Proof of Canadian citizenship or permanent resident status;
3) Proof of permanent resident status in the Province of BC;
4) Proposed farm location information;
5) Five-year specific business plan;
6) 10-year general business plan;
7) Two letters of reference (at least one of which speaks to the candidate’s
dairy farm experience and/or education);
8) Dairy Farm Experience documentation and/or Education documentation;
and
9) A brief essay, which answers the question: why do you want to be a dairy
farmer and how will this program assist you to enter the dairy industry?
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This assumes that the Board will receive a minimum of three qualified applicants for the first intake of the
program and a minimum of six candidates every two years subsequently.
22
Please see BCMMB website for “Schedule 1.1—New Entrant Program Rules,” which outlines these requirements
in detail.
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In addition to the documentation that substantiates a candidate’s eligibility,23 there
will be a requirement for a brief essay, which explains why the candidate should be
chosen for the program. The essay will not be judged by BCMMB Board or staff, but
rather it will be provided to the Selection Committee as background for the interview
stage. Provided that their documentation meets the eligibility requirements of the
program, all candidates will be interviewed by the Selection Committee. The
committee will ask all candidates a list of standard questions (with assigned numeric
values) and grade their responses accordingly.
The candidates will then be ranked based on their numerical scores and the top three
(2019) and top six (2020 and beyond) will be recommended to be approved by the
Board as New Entrants. The Board does not anticipate deviating from these
recommendations, but ultimately has discretion and holds the ability to “veto” a
committee decision. The Board would provide the rationale if it were to do so,
however.
If not enough qualified applicants are found through the Selection Process, the Board
reserves the right to run a second Random Draw during the same year.
7) No waitlist will be held by the Board. Those applicants who do not make it through
the Random Draw or the Interview Stage, are free to apply in the next NEP
application cycle.
8) If one or more invited candidates declines. Those candidates who are interviewed
but do not rank highly enough to be recommended for invitation by the Board to
participate in the program may be called upon to participate if one or more of the
recommended new entrants declines the Board’s invitation. They will be invited in
order of numeric standing.
9) Regional and Specialty Markets. Through the standardized interview questions, the
Board will from time to time, assign a numerical “bonus” to be awarded to those
candidates who seek to fill a niche demand that may be simply a regional location or
an innovation for a new (or growing) market in the province, effectively giving those
candidates access to a higher priority in the selection process. This bonus will be
decided by the Board, as market conditions warrant and, if applicable, it will be
communicated in advance of NEP application deadlines.
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Please see the BCMMB website for “Schedule 1.1—New Entrant Program Rules,” which outlines these
requirements in detail.
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10) A non-refundable deposit of $1,000 will be required from the successful New
Entrant once they accept the Board’s invitation. The New Entrant will draw on the
funds with their first participation on the quota exchange. However, if they withdraw
from the NEP after accepting the invitation, the deposit is non-refundable.
11) Selection Committee: The committee will consist of the following six appointees:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Two agri-business representatives
One financial services representative
One BCDA nominated current producer
One BCMMB appointed NEP producer
One BCMMB staff member
One Board-appointed Chair

With each NEP application cycle, the Board will review the composition of the
committee.
12) Ongoing requirements of NEP producers (during the 10-year program):
a) The NEP producer will be required to carry out the proAction® on-farm validation
in person annually for a minimum of the first five years of the program.
b) The NEP producer will be required to attend at least one regional producer
meeting annually for a minimum of the first five years of the program and provide
an update on their progress/challenges as new farmers.
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SECTION 8: SAFETI ANALYSIS/RATIONALE FOR BOARD DECISION
The Board relied on its decision-making framework (Section 5) to guide its policy discussion; and
this fundamentally informed the final policy decisions of the Board regarding the New Entrant
Program. That framework also directly helped to ensure that the Board’s decisions were rooted
in the SAFETI principles.
The SAFETI principles are not meant to be a “checklist” of principles that are easily and clearly
identifiable in isolation. Rather they are meant to be considered as a group where the principles
tend to reinforce each other.24 When a public policy manages to get the balance of incentives
and interests mostly right, it should be easier to see these linkages between the principles.
Although they are outlined in isolation below for discussion purposes; it is done in an attempt to
illustrate, at least in part, how the NEP policy holds together to meet these principles.

Strategic
Goal 1 of the BCMMB’s current Strategic Plan (2016-2020)25 is to: “Provide effective and efficient
quota management policy and address the future consolidation of farming.” The NEP policy
provides quota assistance to support the long-term growth, renewal and viability of the BC milk
supply through its support of the ongoing entry of new producers to the dairy industry. In
supporting the viability of the BC milk supply, the credibility of the regulated marketing sector is
naturally enhanced.
The previous GEP program was very successful in attracting new entrants with an initial incentive
quota allocation of 13.7kgs of CDQ and a matching incentive quota amount of 5.5kgs. The Board
feels confident that its increase for successful new entrants to 15kgs and a matching incentive
quota amount of 8kgs will support the Board’s initiative to lower the quota barrier by providing
both incentive and matching quota to assist new producers to enter the industry. Moreover, the
ability of new entrants and existing farmers to move quota through credit transfers and quota
sales through the quota exchange (subject to the 10/10/0 declining assessment policy) will help
ensure that quota is produced as intended.
Goal 3 of the BCMMB’s current Strategic Plan (2016-2020) is to: “Provide policies for producers’
and processors’ growth and innovation in BC.” The NEP program, through its incentive quota and
especially the increased matching incentive quota of 8kgs of CDQ, provides a good opportunity
for an efficient new entrant to continue to invest in their operation. The higher priority, in the
NEP program, for those new entrants who wish to satisfy a new or growing market or set up a
farm in an underserved region will increase their chances of qualifying and receiving quota
assistance as a new entrant under the program.
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BC FIRB’s 6 Higher-Level Principles – Definition and Guidance, Final Version for Chairs – September 2011, Link to
BC FIRB webpage
25
Link to BCMMB’s Strategic Plan (2016-2020)
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Goal 4 of the BCMMB’s current Strategic Plan (2016-2020) is to: “Maintain high quality milk to
meet the consumer demand.” The move to increase the eligibility requirements, with an
emphasis on dairy industry education and experience is a move to directly affect the ability of
new entrants to consistently meet the requirement for high quality milk as a direct result of
improved understanding of standards and requirements for modern dairy producers, who are
subject to industry validations and inspections on a regular basis.

Accountable
As a regulator, the BCMMB is accountable for its decisions and actions under the NPMA, the
NPMA Regulations, other legislation and the Board’s Consolidated Order. In recent years, the
Board has been challenged to increase its accountability to industry and the public, and has
responded appropriately: first, by making the Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Dairy
Cattle mandatory for all producers in October 2014. Then, in 2017 the Board made three of the
Dairy Farmers of Canada’s modules under the proAction® program mandatory for all licensed BC
producers: Animal Care, Food Safety and Livestock Traceability.26
The Board believes this move towards increased on-farm accountability for producers was the
right one at the right time to help maintain and reinforce the trust of all industry stakeholders,
including processors and consumers. The Board also feels strongly that the move to include
more rigorous eligibility requirements for new entrants aligns with the way the industry is
moving to be more accountable to all stakeholders. Moreover, it is simply the right thing to do.
At a time when the dairy industry in Canada is being attacked on misleading and false premises,
it is even more important to distinguish the value of the Canadian dairy industry on the basis of
its principles and value-driven farm operations. BC continues to be a leader in this regard, and
relies on its existing producers and new entrants alike to meet or exceed all required regulations
in the province.

Fair
Fairness as a general principle underscored the policy conversation at every venue in which the
Board held a meeting as a part of the consultation. Most arguments were articulated by
stakeholders with the goal of fairness in mind. However, as we know, not all stakeholders have
the same view of what constitutes fairness.
For the Board, fairness was the measure used to decide whether the children of dairy farmers
should be eligible for a new entrant program. The Board’s answer on this was clear: yes, they
should be eligible. Indeed, the Board and most stakeholders expressed the deeply-rooted idea
that any person with a passion for dairy farming who has demonstrated their willingness to learn
and work at dairy farming, to abide by the industry regulations; and if they would be able to start
a new dairy farm with the quota assistance provided under this program, then they should have
a very reasonable chance to do so.
26

Link to BCMMB AO59 and proAction®
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On another note, procedural fairness is also important for the Board. The Board seeks to ensure
that procedural fairness is a central part of all its programs and policies. The New Entrant
Program is no exception. The Board has made all NEP policy and program information easily
available on the website in plain language. The Board has endeavoured to make the program’s
selection of candidates as objective and arms-length as possible, by planning to use an
independent audit firm for the Random Draw process and an independent Selection Committee
for the candidate interviews. The Board is seeking to balance this objectivity with the expertise
and common sense of knowledgeable dairy industry committee members, who will serve on the
Selection Committee. The Board does not pretend that an interview process can be completely
objective, it simply intends to keep it as objective and consistent across candidates as possible.

Effective
Will the NEP program be effective at promoting renewal, sustainability of the industry and
addressing the consolidations of farms in BC, by assisting new dairy farmers to start farms in BC?
Given that the Board carried a long waitlist of interested new entrants on its previous GEP
program, and the Board has now increased the amount of both incentive and matching quota,
the Board expects that the NEP program will be able to start at least the minimum of three new
entrants per year as planned. This will, in some measure, certainly slow the decline in the
number of farms, but as to the longer-term goals of sustainability and renewal, and what role
NEP policy can play in achieving those goals, only time (and good performance measures) will
tell.
As mentioned earlier in the paper, the Board is eager to put performance measures in place for
the NEP program and make those a part of its overall strategic planning process on an ongoing
basis.

Transparent
Certainly, the Board made every effort to keep the NEP Consultation, its methods, meetings and
results as transparent as possible throughout the seven-month consultation process. The Board
intends to maintain a New Entrant Program webpage for the timely update of information
related to all aspects of the program, its application and selection processes, successful
candidates and ultimately its performance metrics for the program itself.
Since this program is more rigorous and provides more opportunity for growth than previous
versions of the Board’s new entrant program, it is understood that a more significant
administrative burden has been undertaken by the Board to ensure transparency and
accountability, both of which reinforce procedural fairness.
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Inclusive
Without doubt, the Board heard primarily from producers over other industry stakeholders
throughout the consultation. Therefore, the Board consciously ensured that it was considering
the interests of other industry stakeholders, including the public, when they made their NEP
policy decisions. Dairy farmers are increasingly aware of the responsibilities that they owe to the
public in the production of high-quality milk and the delivery of a high standard of animal care
and environmental standards in the process. This awareness was reflected in the feedback that
the Board received, and not just during the NEP Consultation.
Although we heard the word “legitimate” used often by producers when they talked about who
should receive quota assistance (and how much) to start a new dairy farm, we did not hear a
clear definition of what “legitimate” meant. Sometimes producers referred to the number of
years a producer farms; others referred to dairy farming experience or the necessity to “only” be
engaged in dairy farming and not other ventures.
The Milk Board, in looking to the future sustainability of the dairy industry and the availability of
the local milk supply, believes that a “legitimate” farmer, like those in any other profession, may
not look the same as he or she did 40 or 50 years ago, and that is not necessarily a bad thing.
Modern technology is improving farm practices and the ability to track key on-farm indicators
that help inform farmers about how to ensure higher quality milk and continue to improve
animal care.
Although, one of the Board’s long-term goals is to address the consolidation of farming, the
Board’s role is not to prescribe any size of farm (or dictate the “right” quota amount) or advise
on any specific means of farming. Rather, what the Board hopes to achieve through its NEP
program is simply to ensure that the right incentives are in place and accessible for any person
with a passion for dairy farming, and the inherent responsibility to produce high quality milk for
consumers. Achieving that goal is inclusive of the interests of all stakeholders, including
processors and the public.
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Appendix A:
List of all NEP documents/website links posted to BCMMB website
1. NEP Consultation Plan - October 05, 2017
2. Link to BC Farm Industry Review Board website
3. Link to Specialty Review - September 01, 2005
4. Supervisory Review Decision-BCMMB Quota Governance Review-September 23, 2014
5. Cross - Canada Summary of Dairy NEPs
6. New Entrant Program Committee – Terms of Reference October 2017
7. NEP Stakeholder Survey PowerPoint – October 2017
8. BCMMB New Entrant Program Stakeholder Survey Questions – October 2017
9. NEP Committee Meeting Summary – October 24, 2017
10. NEP Discussion Document and Questions – November 2017
11. NEP Consultation Discussion Questions for Fall Producer Meeting – December 8, 2017
12. NEP Consultation Presentation December 8, 2017
13. NEP Consultation: FEEDBACK from Fall Producer Meeting – December 8, 2017
14. NEP Committee Meeting Summary & Recommendations – February 21, 2018
15. NEP Consultation Timeline 2018 - REVISED - March 6, 2018
16. NEP Spring Producer Consultation Slides – March 2018
17. NEP Committee Meeting Summary & Recommendations – May 31, 2018
18. NEP Consultation and Policy Decision Paper – August 2018
19. Amending Order 77 – Schedule 1.1 – New Entrant Program Rules
20. Notice to Industry –NEP Announcement—August 10, 2018

Appendix B:
Submissions from Producer Organizations to the BCMMB

Mainland Young Milk Producers
35390 McCorkell Drive
Abbotsford, BC
V3G 2C3
April 19, 2018
Ben Janzen, Chair
BC Milk Marketing Board
200 - 32160 South Fraser Way
Abbotsford, BC
V2T 1W5
Sent via electronic mail to:

RDelage@bcmilk.com

RE: New Entrant Program (NEP)
Dear Mr. Janzen:
The Mainland Young Milk Producers (MYMP) would like to provide input into the BC Milk
Marketing Board’s consultation process on the New Entrant Program (NEP). As young dairy
producers and the future of the dairy sector, this program is of vital importance to us.
The directors discussed the program at our April 12, 2018 directors’ meeting. This letter
summarises the MYMP’s position on a possible program. The MYMP directors agree on the
following points that could be used to develop the NEP:
1. Program goal: we would like to see that new entrants stay in the dairy industry and
become dairy farmers rather than cashing out or leasing their quota. We suggest
that some sort of auditing is carried out on new entrants to ensure compliance.
2. There should be some financial buy-in; possibly matching quota purchases up to 15
kilos.

….. see page 2
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… from page one
3. We suggest that applicants have a certain number of years at university/college or
working off the farm before they can put their name on the list. This would be at the
Milk Board’s discretion.
4. Applicants should have to provide a business plan. They must show within the plan
that they can’t succeed without the start-up quota.
5. And finally, within ten years applicants should have to buy an additional five to ten
kilos of quota.
In closing we would like to thank the BC Milk Marketing Board for providing us with this
opportunity to provide input into future NEP. Please feel free to contact the MYMP directors if
you would like any clarification on our recommendations.
Regards,

Aaron Neels
Chair, Mainland Young Milk Producers

MYMP LETTER TO BCMMB RE: NEP APRIL 2018
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Island Milk Producers Organization
c/o Fred Doberstein, Secretary
2400 Ployart Rd.
Black Creek, B.C.
V9J 1H8
April 24, 2018
Attention: Vicki Crites
Quick summary of our thoughts relating to the following questions:
#1. How much quota assistance is needed to reduce the barriers to
access?
As all quota is transferrable, thoughts are to keep levels low to avoid
abuse of the program. 15 kg provided with 5 kg allowable purchase to
be matched for a total of 25 kg. This would serve as the minimum and
maximum level.
#2. What’s the best format for providing NEP quota?
d. Minimum buy-in + matching quota for optional additional quota
purchase (with a ceiling limit).
#3. Should specialty markets or regions who need more producers be
given priority?

Yes, as long as there is adequate processing capability in the region. If
organic demand increases then organic NEP participants should be
prioritized as well.
Also, due diligence and thorough vetting for any NEP participant is
extremely important to mitigate the chances of abuse and “short term”
financial gains.

Mainland Milk Producers’ Association
35390 McCorkell Drive
Abbotsford, BC
V3G 2C3
April 30, 2018
Ben Janzen, Chair
BC Milk Marketing Board
200 - 32160 South Fraser Way
Abbotsford, BC
V2T 1W5
Sent via electronic mail to:

RDelage@bcmilk.com

Dear Mr Janzen:
Mainland Milk Producers Association (MMPA) would like to provide input into the BC Milk
Marketing Board’s consultation process on the New Entrant Program (NEP). The process to
select dairy producers and the future of the dairy sector is very important to us.
The directors discussed the program at our April 17, 2018 directors’ meeting and we struck a
committee to develop the initial concepts for the rest of the directors to review and to provide
additional input. One principle that all the MMPA directors believe in very strongly is that the
NEP should be open to all British Columbians, but we would like to see some sort of screening
mechanism to ensure that the applicants are committed to becoming dairy producers.
MMPA also has the following suggestions for the new NEP:
1. The process should be started with a random selection process of some sort; such as a
lottery to select new entrant names.
2. Each round of selections should have a $100 fee for the applicant to enter their name
3. The process should include the applicant providing the Milk Board with a business plan.
An interview should also be part of the initial screening process.

4. If an applicant’s name is picked; the new entrant must provide a $3,000 to $5,000
deposit. This deposit is fully refunded if the new entrant starts a dairy farm within two
years of their name being selected.
5. Each new entrant would be given 15 kilos of free quota with the stipulation that they
must buy an additional 5 kilos of quota within two to five years of starting their farm.
The 5 kilo purchase would be matched by another five kilos of free quota. In total, they
would be given 20 kilos of free quota and have to buy 5 kilos for a total of 25 kilos.
6. The entrant should be able to determine where they want to farm and they type of milk
they’d like to produce.
In closing we would like to thank the BC Milk Marketing Board for providing us with this
opportunity to provide input into future NEP. Please feel free to contact me if you would like
any clarification on our recommendations.
Regards,

Holger Schwichtenberg
President, MMPA

